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INTRODUCTION 
Let f: X+ Y be a finite etale morphism of nonsingular algebraic 
varieties. Given a vector bundle E on X, we have two vector bundles f.+E 
and NfE on Y. f, E is the direct image of E and N,-E is its multiplicative 
analogue. The libres of them over a geometric point y of Y are given as 
follows. 
(f,E),= 0 Ex 
xsf-'(y) 
In [3] Fulton and MacPherson gave a formula for the Chern class c(f, E) 
in the Chow ring A(Y) of Y. The purpose of this paper is to study c(NfE). 
In Theorem 2.4 we give a formula expressing c(NfE) as a function of 
c(E). As in the case of c(f,E), the formula involves operations in Chow 
rings such as pull-back g*, push-forward g,, multiplicative transfer N, for 
various morphisms g between finite etale Y-schemes, but unlike the case of 
c(f, E), it involves certain implicit polynomials of ci(E), which are called 
monomial symmetric functions in Macdonald’s book [S]. When f is a 
trivial covering, Theorem 2.4 becomes almost the statement that 
c,(E, 0 ... @En) are certain polynomials of ci(E,), . . . . c;(E,). 
Using the formula we carry out the computation of c,(NfE) in 
Section 4. Another corollary which we prove in Section 4 is the following: 
Iff has a constant degree n and c,(E)= ... =crp,(R)=O for some ~21, 
then 
crWfE) = cr(Nf(l?Y) + m”-‘f,(c,(E)), 
where 1 X Orn is a trivial bundle of rank m on X. 
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Theorem 2.4 follows from Fulton and MacPherson’s formula, the for- 
malism of transfer and Chern classes, and a splitting principle. No 
geometry is used. So in Section 1 we list formulas needed in the proof. 
We use the following notation. N denotes the set of non-negative 
integers. For m E N we write [m] = { 1, 2, . . . . m}. For sets A and B, BA 
denotes the set of maps A + B. The structure sheaf c?, of a scheme X is 
often written as 0. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper schemes are assumed to be smooth and of finite 
type over a fixed ground field. 
1.1. The Functor F, on Sheaves. Let ,f: X+ Y be a finite etale 
morphism. Given a locally free sheaf & (of finite rank) on X, we define a 
locally free sheaf Nf& on Y as follows. It is enough to define it on each 
connected component of Y, so we may assume that Y is connected. Take 
a finite etale covering Y’ + Y which is Galois with group G and splits f, 
that is, the natural morphism Horn ,,( Y’, X) x Y’ --t Xx y Y’ over Y’ is an 
isomorphism. Form the tensor product 9 = Oh h*&, where h runs over 
the set Horn ,,( Y’, X). The natural action of G = Aut y( Y’) on Horn y( Y’, X) 
makes B a G-sheaf on Y’. So 9 descends to a sheaf N,b on Y. 
1.2. The Direct Image Functor nf. Let f: X + Y be a finite etale 
morphism. The base extension functor 
{ Y-schemes} + {X-schemes} 
(M+ Y)k-+(XxyM+X) 
has a right adjoint functor 
(zzfL + Y) f- (L + X). 
For a construction see Demazure and Gabriel [ 1, p. 301. Given an 
X-scheme L -+ X, we have a commutative diagram 
(1.3) 
where f' is the projection and e is the morphism of adjunction. If L is finite 
etale over X, then ZZ,L is finite etale over Y. Any diagram which is 
isomorphic to this diagram is called an exponential diagram. 
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The special case where L + X is the projection Xx { 0, 1 } + X is impor- 
tant. We set Sub(f)=ZZ,(Xx (0, l}), Tau(f)=e-‘(Xx {l}). Then we 
have a commutative diagram 
X A Tau(f) 
4 If 
Y 7 Sub(f) 
(1.4) 
where t, u are induced by f I, e in (1.3) respectively and s is the structure 
morphism. For each in N, let Subi be the union of components of 
Sub(f) on which t has degree i, and let Tau,(f) = t-‘(Sub;(f )). Then (1.4) 
restricts to a diagram 
,j' 2 Tarr;fJ 
Y - Subi(f ). s, 
(1.5) 
For simplicity, when I is a set and Xx I is regarded as an X-scheme by 
the projection Xx Z + X, we write ZZ,(Xx I) = IX”. A set map cp: I-+ J 
induces the Y-morphism 17f(Xx cp) = qxIy: Ix1 ’ + Jxf ‘. 
1.6. Transfer in K-Theory and Intersection Theory. Given a scheme X, 
let K(X) be the Grothendieck ring of locally free sheaves on X, and A’(X) 
the group of cycles of codimension i on X modulo rational equivalence for 
iE N, and A(X) = @,A”(X), the Chow ring of X. We denote by F any one 
of the functors K and A. Given a finite etale morphism f: X -+ Y, we have 
three maps: pull-back f *: F( Y) + F(X), push-forward f* : F(X) -+ F( Y), and 
multiplicative transfer Nf: F(X) + F( Y). The maps f *, f, are standard 
ones. See, e.g., Fulton [2]. When F= K, the map Ivf takes the class 
of a sheaf 6 to the class of the sheaf y,b. The fact that the functor N, in 
Section 1.1 extends to a map of K-groups can be seen by defining the 
functor IVt- on complexes of sheaves. When F= A, the definition of the map 
N,-is in [3]. 
Properties of ,f*, ,f, will be well known. Apart from their obvious 
functoriality we only note that if 
X' f' , y, 
P 
I i 
Y 
X--,Y 
(1.7) 
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is a libre square with all arrows finite etale and ~EF(X), then 
q*f*(a) =f; P*(a). 
We shall list below the properties of Nf used in this paper. For details see 
C3, 61. 
then 0) 1f.f: X-* Y, g: Y--f 2 are finite etale morphisms and a E F(X), 
&+4 = JQy(4, N1d.y (0) = a. 
(ii) If (1.7) is a libre square with all arrows finite etale and a E Z’(X), 
then 
q”NJu) = NT p*(u). 
(iii) If 
/ Y-XL Y’ 
g I I g’ 
Zq Z’ 
h 
is an exponential diagram with all arrows finite etale and a E F(X), then 
NJ-*(u) = h*N,~e*(u). 
(iv) Let X be a scheme, Z a finite set, f: Xx I+ X the projection. If 
a E F(Xx I) corresponds to {u,}~~ (E F(X)’ by the natural isomorphism 
F(Xx I) E F(X)‘, then 
ly(u) = n a,. 
isf 
(v) Iff: X-+ Y is a finite etale morphism of constant degree n, then 
N, takes A’(X) into A”i( Y). 
Remark 1.8. (a) The formula in (iii) is a generalization of the dis- 
tributive law and the projection formula 
for UEF(X), by F(Y). 
(b) It follows from (i), (ii), and (iv) that N, preserves product and 
identity. 
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(c) If we are concerned only with the K-functor, the smoothness 
hypothesis is unnecessary in the definition of N, and in the above proper- 
ties. 
(d) There are more general formulas involving multiplicative transfer 
and push-forward by proper morphisms, pull-back by flat morphisms and 
regular imbeddings. 
We introduce a variant of multiplicative transfer. In (1.3) suppose that L 
is finite etale over X. We define a map 
n;: F(L) -+ F(I;I,L) 
by n,= JVr,oe*. One can verify the following properties using (i)-(iii) 
above. 
(vi) If f: X-r Y, g: Y + Z, L -+ X are finite etale morphisms and 
a E F(L), then 
n,(u) = zz,Izf(U). 
Here we identify II&L with lI,Il,L as Z-schemes. 
(vii) Let 
be a commutative triangle of finite etale morphisms. The functor flf for a 
finite etale morphism f: X + Y takes this diagram to the diagram 
Then 
n/u*(a) = trip,* n,(u) 
ziyu*(u’) = (zzp)* z7,(u’) 
for a E F(L), a’ E F( L’). 
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1.9. Chern Classes. A locally free sheaf 6 on a scheme X has the ith 
Chern class ~~(8) in A’(X) for i> 1, and the total Chern class 
c(6) = 1 + cl(&) + c,(b) + . in A(X). Here are the properties of Chern 
classes which we need later. We fix a finite etale morphism f: X+ Y. 
(i) If 9 is a locally free sheaf on Y, then c(f*p) =f*c(y). 
x thdf) Fulton and MacPh erson’s formula: If 5? is an invertible sheaf on 
> 
c(f*co)--1 c(f*9)=S*(C(t*O)y N,u*c,(Lq) 
with s, t, u as in (1.4). See [3] for a more general formula which expresses 
c(f*a) for any element a in K(X). 
(iii) If f has a constant degree n >O, then c,(f,cO) =0 [3, Remark 
20.101. 
(iv) If 2 is an invertible sheaf on X, then cl(Nf~) =f*c,(6p). 
(v) If .,& is an invertible sheaf on Y and f has a constant degree n, 
then 
[3, Remark 7.93. 
1.10. Splitting Principle. Let f: X -+ Y be a finite etale morphism and 6 
a locally free sheaf of rank m on X. The functor ZZ, takes the associated 
projective bundle p: P(8) + X to a smooth Y-scheme q: ZZJP(&) --f Y. Then 
the pull-back 
q*: F(Y) -+ F(;(nfP(&)) 
is injective. For a proof in the case when F= A, see [3, Proposition 11.11. 
Moreover one can show that there is an isomorphism 
F(ZZfp(&)) E F(Z7JXx I)) 
of F( Y)-modules with Z= (0, 1, . . . . m - 1 > and a retract of q* is given by 
the composition of this isomorphism and the map (ZZ,i)*: 
F(ZZf(X x I)) + F(Y), where i: X+ Xx Z is the injection onto Xx (0). 
1.11. Partitions, Monomial Symmetric Functions. A partition is a finite 
sequence 24 = (ui, u2, . . . . u,) of integers such that ui > u2 2 ... 2 U, 2 0. 
Partitions (u, , . . . . u,, 0, . . . . 0) are identified with U. For any finite sequence 
v = (a,, v2, . ..) of integers we set /vi =C v,. When u is a partition and 
1~1 = n, u is called a partition of n. The partition (0) = (0, . . . . 0) is denoted 
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by 0. Let E, , E,, . . . be indeterminates. For each partition U, there is a 
unique polynomial M, E Z[E,, E,, . ..I (denoted by m, in [S]) having the 
following property. For any m E N, if one substitutes Ei by the ith elemen- 
tary symmetric polynomial of indeterminates A’,, . . . . X, for 1 < i < m and E, 
by 0 for i > m, then M, becomes 
where v = (vi, . . . . v,) ranges over different rearrangements of u = (ul, u2, . ..) 
contained in N”. 
In fact, one can define M, by the above property with m = 1~1 and then 
verify that M, satisfies the property for any m. When Ei are endowed with 
weight i for i E N, M” is isobaric of weight 1~1. Note also that if 
u = (241) . ..) u,) with U, > 0, then M,(E,, . . . . E, ~, , 0, 0, . ..) = 0. 
If X is a scheme and CC= l+a,+cc,+ ... ~1 +ni,oAi(X), we set 
M,(a) = M,(a,, a,, . ..) E A’“‘(X). 
Remark 1.12. To deal with nonconnected spaces freely, we use the 
following notation. If f: X+ Y is a finite etale morphism, we denote by 
deg(f) the locally constant map rank(f.+Q): Y-+ iXl. When we regard 
A’(Y) as the ring of locally constant functions Y-+ Z, we have 
f,(l) = deg(f) in ,4’(Y). Let B be a locally free sheaf on Y. We set 
co(F) = 1, ~~(9) =0 for i<O in A(Y). For a locally constant function 
p: Y + Z, we define c,(F) EA( Y) to be the element which restricts to 
cjC+d on P -l(i) for every in L. With this notation, we can rewrite the 
formula in Section 1.9(v) as 
(1.13) 
without assuming deg(f) to be constant. When X is a union of possibly 
infinitely many schemes Xi for i E Z, we set A(X) ^ = nj,, A(X,). Elements 
in A(X)” are written as {~l~},~, with aieA(Xi). 
Remark 1.14. Let Y be a connected scheme and Spec(Q) -+ Y a 
morphism with 52 an algebraically closed field. Then we have the functor 
CD: {finite etale Y-schemes} + {finite sets) 
(X+ Y) ~Hom,(Spec(Q), X). 
This functor is faithful and preserves finite projective and inductive limits. 
See [4]. When given a diagram in the category of finite etale Y-schemes, 
we shall often say “regard Y as a one point set” instead of saying “apply 
the functor @J to the diagram.” For example, if we regard Y as a one point 
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set, then the object LTfL in (1.3) with L + X finite etale, and the objects 
Sub,(f), Taui(f) and the morphisms ui, ti in (1.5) become the following 
sets and maps: 
17,L = {sections of L -+ X} 
Subi = {subsets A of X with #A = i} 
Taui(f) = {(a, A) I a E A E Sub,(f)} 
uj: (a, A)k+a 
t;: (a, A) H A. 
2. A FORMULA FOR c(N@) 
Throughout this section we fix a finite etale morphism f: X+ Y 
and m E N, and assume that Y is connected. Given a locally free sheaf 8 
of rank m on X, we want to express c(N,$) as a function of c(8). We 
proceed as follows. By the splitting principle of Section 1.10, we may 
assume & = .L$ @ . .. 0 ym a sum of invertible sheaves. We expand 
c(N,-(L$ 0 . . . 0 L$)) using formulas in Section 1. The resulting expression 
is a function of c,(L?i), . . . . ~~(9~). The only nontrivial point is that it is in 
fact a function of c(6). Whenfis a trivial covering, this is clear because the 
expression is a symmetric polynomial of c,(LFi ), . . . . c, (9,). In the general 
case we must consider the finite group scheme n,(Xx Ei,,,) over Y instead 
of the symmetric group 6,. 
Given the abovefand m, we form a commutative diagram 
L 
K 
s Sub(aJ (2.1) 
of finite etale schemes over Y. Here [m] = (1, 2, . . . . m}, mX= Cm] xX, 
a: mX -+ X is the projection, the upper left and the upper right diagrams 
are exponential diagrams, the bottom diagram is defined in (1.4), the upper 
middle diagram is a libre square. Then we have a commutative diagram 
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Y-K (2.2) 
where k = s-6, h = (eu’e, g), and the unlabeled arrows are projections. Put 
I,= {(% ..., z&JEW 1 u,b .‘. au,}, 
the set of partitions of length d m, and let j: Z, + N” be the inclusion map. 
Applying the functor ZZf to the morphism Xx j: Xx Z, + Xx N” over X, 
we have a commutative diagram 
p=zAlY ixy ) N mXlY - -e 
There is an exponential diagram 
h 
mx-NxmX -mXx,Q 
fa 
I I 
Y( 0 Q 
with b the projection, and the base extension of this by k: K + Y is an 
exponential diagram 
mXx,K- bxyK N xmXx,K -mXx.Qx,K 
faxyK 
I< I 
K qxyK QxyK. 
Let Q x y k: Q x y K-+ Q be the projection. Define c( E A(P) A by the 
formula 
~=(?“‘)*(Qx,k), C(qxrK)*ck,Co,)-’ 
x IJfirxrK{Cdeg(h)~i(h*~~L)}isN1. (2.3) 
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Note that {cdeg~h~-i(h*W~ieN E A(N x mX x Y K) A with the notation in 
Remark 1.12, and so ~,,.,,{c,,,,,,~,(~,O,)S,..EA(QX,K)^. If & is a 
locally free sheaf of rank m on X, then { M,c(&)},,,~EA(Z, x X) A, hence 
~,bwJ(~)~UE,, E A(P)^. We write mOx= OF”‘. Now we can state the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a locally free sheaf of rank m on X. Then 
Proof: By the splitting principle of Section 1.10, we may assume that 
& = T1 @ . . @ d;p, with g invertible sheaves. Let 2 be the invertible sheaf 
on mX which restricts to & on the component {i} x X for each iE [ml. 
Then d = a,Z’. So, by Section 1.6(iii), N,c$ E a,,N,-e*S?. Similarly 
Nf(mS) = NY(a,O) % a, * 0. Applying Fulton and MacPherson’s formula of 
Section 1.9(iii) to the invertible sheaf Nf,e*Y and the morphism a,, we 
have 
Using Section 1.9(iv), we have 
c(NJmO))-’ c(ZVp?) = s,(c(t,O)p’ N,u*f ‘,e*cl(9)) 
=s,(c(t,O)-‘N,f~u’*e*c,(9)) 
=s,(c(t,O)-‘fb:,N,ej+V*e*c,(~)) 
= k,(f:*c(t,O)-’ N,(e,u’e)* c,(9)) 
=k+A4g,W’~,iuxy,v N,h*(mXx Y k)* c,(Y)). 
Applying (1.13) to the invertible sheaf .Y’ = (mX x Y k)* 3’ on mXx Y K, 
we have 
N,h*c,(S?) = 1 c,e,vz-i(h*O) cI(Wi 
iSN 
=(bx,K), (6.(N xmXx,k)*d), 
where b x Y K: N x mX x Y K + mX x ,, K is the projection, and 
6= {c deg(/z-i(h*~)Iis~ EA(N xmXx.K)^ 
8= {c,(~‘)‘}~~~EA(N xmX)“. 
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Then 
N f~x,,N,~*W-x,~)* cl(W 
=NfuxyK (b x y K), (6. (Iv x mxx y k)* e) 
=(qxrK)* ~,a.,,(~.(~ xmXx,k)” 0) 
= (4 x y K), C~f,xy,(4 .IJfrrxyKh x mXx Yk)* 01 
=(qxrK)* cnrax,fc (6). (Q x y k)* 17,,(@1. 
Therefore, 
WfWW’ Wp3 
=k+Lc(g,W’W+J$ Cn,,,,,(s).(Qxyk)*17rLl(e)ll 
=k+Aqx,K), C(qx,K)*c(g,O)-‘.n,,,,,(6).(Q~.k)*n,,(e)l 
=s,(QxYk)* C(s xYK)* c(g,Co)~‘.n,,,,,(s).(QxYk)* n,,(@l 
= q*(B flf,(e)), (2.5) 
where 
P=(Qxrk), [I(qx.K)*c(g,CC)-‘.n,,.,,(s)lEA(Q)A. 
Now the symmetric group 6, on the set [m] acts naturally on N”, and 
Z, is a set of representatives for G,-orbits in N”. Let r: N” + Nm/G, E I, 
be the quotient map and rxiY: Q -+ P the induced morphism over Y. We 
shall show that 
B = (rx/Y)* (cd). (2.6) 
The finite etale group r= ((5,)“” over Y acts naturally on mX, K, L and 
the morphisms g, h preserve these actions. For any Y-scheme A4 on which 
r acts, denote by pr, pO the projection M x ,, r+ M, the morphism 
A4 x y r-+ A4 defining the r-action, respectively. By naturality of Chern 
classes. 
and similarly 
From these we obtain p:(/I)=p,*(/?) with respect to the r-action on 
Q = (N”)“” induced by the G,-action on N”. For each u E N”, jr(u) and 
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v are in the same GM-orbit, so there is a map z: N” -+ 6, such that the 
map jr is factorized as 
where the second arrow is the action of 6, on N”. Then the morphism 
( jr)x’y is factorized as 
QxQxJy+Q 
with w=z x’y Hence . 
B = (id, WI* d(8) = 04 WI* PO*(B) 
= (rxlY)* (jxly)* (p) = (?I’)* (ct), 
which proves (2.6). 
On the other hand, since ci(&) are the ith elementary symmetric polyno- 
mials of c,(&), . . . . cl(&), we have for any UEZ,, 
where v = (vl, . . . . v,) ranges over the G,-orbit r ~ ‘(u) of u in N”. Hence 
bw&w..lm= Wxr), (c~(~)“‘...c~(~)“~)~~~~ 
=(Xxr)* ncz{cl(~)i}i~N’ 
in A(Z, x X) h. Therefore, 
(2.7) 
Combining (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), we have 
c(Nf(mo))-’ 4&&l = q,(VY)* (a) .cfa(Q) 
=p*(rwY), ((r x’y)* (a) ~~,,W) 
=~*(a. (rwY), n,,(e)) 
which completes the proof. 
Remark 2.8. If we regard Y as a one point set, the objects [mix”, K, 
L and the morphisms g, h in the diagrams (2.1), (2.2) become the following 
sets and maps: 
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[wz]~‘~= [mlX= (maps X-+ [m]} 
K= ((F, 0) ( Fc [mlX, 8: F-+X} 
L = {(cp, F, ‘3 I (E 0) E K, cp E F} 
g: (SD, F, 0) ++ (6 0) 
A: (cp, F, ‘3 ++ (rp(Qcp)), O((P), F, 0) E Cm1 xXx K. 
Remark 2.9. The morphism h: L --t mX x y K is a disjoint union of 
morphismshi:Lj-+{i}xXxyK~XxxKfori=1,...,m.Ifweput 
t,= fi c,,,(,,,~.,(hi,Co)~A(XxyK) 
i= I 
for u = (ui, . . . . u,) E N”, the element LX is also written as 
E= (Pxyk), C(PXYK)* ck,WIJJ~xydSu~u~,J 
Indeed, we can write 
cde,~,~-A~,~)= {c,,,(,,)-,(~~.~)}~,~,,EA(C~I~X~.K), 
for ZE N. Since a x y K is a trivial covering, we have 
a=(Px,k)* (jX’Y xrK)* C(qxrK)* ck,W’ 
X~fx,KkLiw~l 
= (Pxyk), C(PXYK)* ck,W’ 
x~j..,,(jxJ’x.K)* {Sv)utwl 
= (f’xyk), C(PX.K)* Ck,~)-’ ‘I;lixrK{&,}u&,l. 
Remark 2.10. Here is a more conceptual approach to Theorem 2.4. For 
any scheme S let V,(S) be the set of isomorphism classes of locally free 
sheaves of rank m on S. Let %? be the category of Y-schemes which are 
smooth over the ground field. Let Vm,X, A y: GPp + {sets} be the functors 
SH V,(Xx y S), S H A(S), respectively. One can show that there is a 
bijection 
A(P) A E (natural transformations V,,, + A .} 
w@, 
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with P as in Theorem 2.4, and CD? is defined as follows. 
Q,.(S): V,(Xx y S) -+ A(S) 
the class of~-(pxyS)* (Y~.~~~~~{M~c(&))~~,~) 
for each SE %, where yS E A(P x y S) A is the base extension of y. 
Now let !F V,,X+ A, be the natural transformation defined as follows. 
Y(S): V,(Xx y S) -+ A(S) 
the class of &~c(N~.,~(rnO))) c(N,.,,&) 
for each SE %‘. Theorem 2.4 asserts that Y = @, with tl as in (2.3). One can 
also prove this equality by an argument similar to the one in [6, Proposi- 
tion 7.81. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF c(Nf(mO))-’ c(AQb) 
The objects P, Q in the formula in Theorem 2.4 have infinitely many 
connected components. In this section we aim to decompose the right side 
of the formula as a sum of terms which involve only finite objects. 
We first introduce some notation. Let f: X-+ Y be a finite etale 
morphism of degree 12 and I a set. Then we have an etale Y-scheme 
Zx’*=Zlf(XxZ). Let g:Xx,Z x’y + Ix Ix” be the morphism whose 
components are the projection Xx ,, ZxJy -+ I”‘/’ and the composite 
e: Xx ,, Ix” + Xx I-+ Z of the adjunction morphism and the projection. 
We have the locally constant map deg( g): Z x Ix” --t N and this determines 
by adjoint a locally constant map h: Ix” + N’. For p E N’ and in Z, we set 
(zy, = h-‘(p) 
If (I”“), # 0, then Cj p(i) = n. Let 
fp,l: txx Y zx’y)p,i + (zx’y)p 
r,l,i: (Xx y zx’y)p,i -+ x 
be the morphisms induced by the projections. Then deg(&) =p(i). If 
a= {c~~}~~,EA(XXZ)~, then the element ZZ,(cz) E A(Z”“) h restricts to 
FIre~Nfe,,rp*,i (ai) on (I”“),. If p: Z+ J is a map of sets, then the morphism 
P . X’y. Ix” -+ JxIy takes (I”“), into (J”“),, where d =p,(p) E NJ is defined 
by a(j) = CpCiJ =, p(i), and the morphism Xx y pxIy: Xx y ZxIy + XX y Jx” 
takes (Xx rZX’Y)p,i into (Xx y JX’r)o,p~i~. 
We return to the situation of Theorem 2.4 and keep the notation used 
there. Fix a map p: Z, x N” -+ N such that C,,, p(u, v) = II (=deg(f)) for 
a moment. Put 
Q = PI*(P): Zm + N 
T =p,*(p): N” + N 
with p1 : I, x N” --f z,, p2 :Z,xN”--*N(” the projections, and put 
(0) = c fJ(u) I4 
<w=;+, 101 
L’ 
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If we regard X as a finite set and Y as a one point set, then (IX”), is 
the set of maps z: X +I such that #z-‘(i)=p(i) for all FEZ, and 
(Xx rZX’Y)p,i is the set of pairs (x, z) such that XEX, ZE (I”“),, and 
z(x) = i. 
with Iul=Cq, Ivl=Cvj for u=(u, ,..., uJEZ,,,, u=(u, ,..., u,,,)EN”‘. As 
P=Z;rj’, Q = (Nm)X’y, PX y Q = (I, x N”‘)““, we have the objects P,, 
(Xx Y %U? Qr, (JfxYQL (PxyQ),, WxypxyQ),,,,, for UEZ,, 
UENrn. Put d= deg(h): mXx y K+ N. By adjoint, d corresponds to 
d’:XxyK-+N” and d”:K+NmX’Y=Q. Let K,, (XxyK),,,, (Px,K),, 
WM’x.K),,u,, be the inverse images of Q,, (Xx y Q),,,, (Px y Q)p, 
(Xx Y Px Y Q)p,u,v by the morphisms d”, Xx y d”, P x y d”, Xx y P x y d”, 
respectively. Thus we have commutative diagrams 
f +-L!L (XXl’i’” 
Y- P, 
PO 
(Xx.f'x.K),,.,,- (Xx,K),,, 
fp. ", " 
I 
h,L 
(Pxy K), 
,I 
Yp K 
(f’xyf4, -% K, 
x!J 
A I 
(PXM’)p 
I 
d; 
PO - xb (PxyQ),y, Q, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
481/13911-2 
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where d:‘, (P x yd”)p are the restrictions of d”, Px y d” and the other 
morphisms are induced by projections. Note that the right square in 
(3.3) is a fibre square and that deg(f,,,) = a(u), deg(f,,,) =7(u) and 
deg(f,d = P(U, 4. 
The morphism g: L -+ K restricts to g, : L, = g- ‘(K,) + K,, and the 
morphisms hi: Li+Xx y K in Remark 2.9 restrict to /z,,,,~: LT,U,i= 
/z:‘((Xx y K),,) + (Xx y K),,, for i= 1, . . . . m and UE N”. Thus we have a 
commutative diagram 
Note that deg(h,V,j) = vi, L, = uU,; LT,V,i and L,,,,i = 0 unless $0) > 0, 
Vi>O. 
When Y is regarded as a one point set, with the description of K, L in 
Remark 2.8, d” is the map 
d”: K-t (Nm)x 
CF7 e)H CxH I#{‘pEFI etV)=X, V(x)=i}}is[m]l 
and K, consists of pairs (F, (3) in K such that 
#{xEXI #{‘peFj &(p)=x, ~~~(x)=i}=u~for all i}=z(~) 
for all UE N”. 
Now suppose given a locally free sheaf & of rank m over X. Put 
Here, it is enough to take the product over only u E I, such that G(U) > 0, 
u#O. Since M,c(&‘)EA~“~(X) and deg(fC+)=a(u), we have @,EA<“)(P,). 
Secondly we put 
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where 5, is as in Remark 2.9. Then [, is homogeneous of degree 
1 p(u, u,(ui-u;,=~T(v)ui-~ fJ(u)q= (z) - (a). 
u, “, i c,i u,i 
By our convention, ~,,-.,(h,,,,~.+ 0) = 0 if zli < ui. Since deg(h,,,i) = ui, we 
have by Section 1.9(iii), c,,(ZZ,,,,~*O) = 0 if ui>O. Also ZVfO,u,L(0) =  if 
p(u, V) > 0. From these facts we see that if [, # 0, then p must satisfy the 
following condition. 
(*) If p(u, u) >O, then uj>u, for all i, and in addition if u,>O, then 
Ui>O. 
Under this condition, in the last expression of the definition of iP, it is 
enough to take the product over only (u, v, i) such that p(u, u) > 0, ui > u,. 
Finally we put 
up :=x,*(Y,*c(g**~)~‘.ip)~A(P,) 
0, :=pa*(Clp. @,)E A( Y). 
Then clp (resp. GP) is a sum of homogeneous elements of degree 
3 (z) - (a) (resp. > (z)). Since cx = C, aP by Remark 2.9, we have 
c(A$(mO))-’ C(NfQ) =c o,, 
where the sum is over all maps p: Z, x N” -+ N such that C p(u, u) = n. 
4. SOME COMPUTATIONS OF ci(N,8) 
Throughout this section f: X+ Y is a finite etale morphism of degree n 
with Y connected. The degree i component of an element /?E A( Y) is 
denoted by [B] i for i E N. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 8 be a locally free sheaf of rank m over X such that 
c,(6)= ... =c,~,(b)=Oforsomer>l. Then 
Proof We use the notation in Section 3. Let p: Z,,, x N” -+ N be a map 
such that Cp(u,u)=n. Suppose that [O,],#O. Then r2(z)>(o). 
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Since M,c(&‘) is an isobaric polynomial of ~~(8) of weight 1~1 for a parti- 
tion u, we have by hypothesis 
M,c(&)= :, 1 
if u=O 
if u#O, 1~1 cr. 
Since @,, # 0, there does not exist u E Z, such that a(u) > 0 and 0 < JuJ < r. 
Since (0) = C, a(u) 1~1 < r, one of the following cases occurs. 
(i) U(U) = 0 if u # 0. 
(ii) There is an a E Z, such that Ial = r and 
a(u) = 
f 
1 if u=a 
0 if u # a, 0. 
Case (i). Since [, #O, p must satisfy (*) in Section 3, so ~(24, u) =0 
if (u, u) # (0, 0), and r(u) = 0 if u #O. For such p, (r, r, the morphisms pO, 
XI, J$ in the diagrams (3.1), (3.3) are isomorphisms and by Lemma 4.2(i) 
below d: is also an isomorphism. Hence xp is an isomorphism. We also 
have @,=l, ip=l, L,=@, c(g,,B)=l. Hence c~~=x,,y,*(l)=l, 
O,=pO*(l)= 1. 
Case (ii). By r>(~)>(~)=r, we see r=(z). The map p must be 
the following one. 
PC% u)= 
i 
:, 
if (24, 0) = (a, a) 
if (4 0) # (4 a), (0, 0). 
Indeed, suppose p(u, u) > 0. Then g(u) > 0, so u = 0 or a. If u = 0, then u = 0 
by (*). If u = a, then ui> ui for all i, so r = (z) 2 /VI > 1uJ = r, which implies 
u = a. Hence p(u, a) = a(u) = 1. It follows that 
z(u) = 
1 if v=u 
0 if v #a, 0. 
The morphisms f,,,: (Xx yP),,, -+ P,, r,,,: (Xx ,,P),,, -+ X are iso- 
morphisms. When Y is regarded as a one point set, the isomorphism 
r,,, f;f : P, + X takes a map z: X+ Z,,, in P, to a unique element in z-‘(u). 
We have similar isomorphisms Qr E X, (P x ,, Q), E X and so XL, y; in 
(3.3) are isomorphisms. 
By the induced isomorphism A(P,) zA(X), the element @0 = 
Nfoo&M,c(&) corresponds to M,c(b). We have cP= 1 because there is 
no ‘(u, v, i) such that p(u, U) > 0, vi > ui. Since @, E A’(P,), we have 
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and 
Ca,lo=x,*(yt(l).1)=x,*(l). 
By Lemma 4.2(ii) below and (3.3), 
deg(x,) = deg(d:‘) = fi ( mlP’). 
i= 1 I 
Hence 
C@,l,=f* (ii (“I’) Mm). 
j-1 I 
Summing the terms CO,], in cases (i) and (ii), we have 
where the last equality is due to Lemma 4.3 below and the second equality 
follows from the fact that c,(6) =0 if r>rn =rank(&). This proves the 
theorem. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let z: N” + N be a map such that C z(v) = n. 
(i) Suppose that z(u) = 0 if u # 0. Then deg(d:) = 1. 
(ii) Let b E N”, b # 0. Suppose that 
T(V) = 
1 if v=b 
0 if v #b, 0. 
Then 
. 
(iii) Suppose that n>2 and 
T(U) = 
2 if u = (1, 0, . ..) 0) 
0 if u#(l, 0, . ..) O),O. 
Then 
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Prooj We regard Y as a one point set and use the description of the 
map d” given in Section 3. 
(i) In this case Q, consists of a single element. An element (F, t9) in 
K belongs to K, if and only if 
#{qxFI t?((P)=x, q(x)=i}=O 
for all XE X, iE [m]. So K, consists of a single element (125, 0). Thus d:( is 
an isomorphism. 
(ii) Take a map z: X+ N” in QT. Then 
if x=x0 
if x#x, 
for some x,EX. The set d:-‘(z) consists of pairs (F, 0) in K such that 
for all iE [ml. Therefore d:-‘(z) is isomorphic to the set of m-tuples 
VI, . . . . Fm) such that Fjc [m] x-{(xO~, #Fi= b, for i= 1, . . . . m. So 
. 
This proves (ii). 
(iii) Take a map z: X-+ N” in Q,. Then 
z(x) = 
{ 
(1, 0, . . . . 0) if xEX, 
0 if x$X, 
for some subset X0 of X with #X0 = 2. The set d:(- ‘(z) consists of pairs 
(F, 0) in K such that 
#{q~Fl O(q)=x, q(x)=i}= A 
if xEX, and i= 1 
otherwise 
for x E X and i E [ml, which reduces to say that 8 maps F bijectively onto 
X0 and cp(O(cp)) = 1 for all cp E F. Hence #d:‘-‘(z) = (mn-‘)2 - mnd2. This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. We have 
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where r, h are positive integers and the sum is over all partitions 
a = (a,, . . . . a,) of r. 
Proof. Let Xi, . . . . X, be indeterminates and Ei the ith elementary sym- 
metric polynomials of X,, . . . . X, for i = 1, . . . . r. Then 
b ,,..., b,>O,xb,=r i=l 
=coefficient of t’in (1 +X,t)h...(l+X,t)h 
= coefficient of t’ in (1 + E, t + . . . + E, tr)h. 
Letting E, = . . . = E, i = 0, we obtain the desired formula. 
Remark 4.4. It can be shown that if XE K(X) and C,(X) = ... = 
c,-i(x)=O, then 
c,(&(x)) = c,(l\r/(rank(x)0)) +f,CN,,, p?(rank(x)) ~c,(x)l, 
where pl, p2: Xx Y X- A +X are the projections with A the diagonal, and 
rank(x)0 is the element in K(X) which restricts to rank(x,,)[0,] on each 
connected component U of X, and in the expression N,,p:(rank(x)) we 
regard rank(x) as an element in A’(X). 
We shall next compute c,(Nfb). Let rnE N. Let Z=Xx .X-- A with A 
the diagonal and w: [m]Z’X = Z7,,,(Z x [ml) + X the structure morphism 
with p, : Z -+ X the first projection. By (1.5) we have commutative diagrams 
+---=- Tau,(w) 
‘-r + I 
*; 
X - Sub,(w) 
4 
X 2 Tau,(f) 
f/ 1” 
Y “z Sub,(f). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let & be a locally free sheaf of rank m over X. If 
n = deg(f) > 2, then 
22 
m n- 1 
+ ( ) 2 c,(b)‘+ m”- ‘~~(8) I 
+ (m2np2-mn-2)s2*N,,ufc,(b). 
Proof: We use the notation in Section 3. Since 0, are sums of 
homogeneous elements of degree 2 (r), with r =p2*(p), it is enough to 
compute the sum of 0, such that (7) < 2. We shall show 
c @,=f*b;*(c(~;*W c,(G*~)).c,(&)l 
<r)=2 
+f*C~~*(c(~~*~)-‘)(c,(~)*-2c2(~))1 
+m2”-Zf*c2(8) 
+ (m2np2-mnp2 1 S2*(4b*W’ ~Q4Cl(~)) (4.6) 
C @,=m”-‘f,c,(b) (4.7) 
<r>=l 
c O,= 1. (4.8) 
<r>=o 
Proof of (4.6). Let p: Z, x NJ” + N be a map such that C p(u, u) = n. 
Suppose 0, # 0 and (7) = 2. By (*) in Section 3, p must be one of the 
following four maps. 
(i) p(u, u)= n- 1 
{ 0 1
(ii) p(u,u)= n-l 
i 0 1
(iii) p(u, 21) = n- 1 
i 0 1 
(iv) p(u,v)= n-2 
1 0 2
if U= (l,O, . . . . 0), v= (2,0, . . . . 0) 
if u=v=O 
otherwise 
if u = u = (2,0, . . . . 0) 
if u=v=O 
otherwise 
if u=u=(l, l,O, . . . . 0) 
if u=u=O 
otherwise 
if u=v=(l,O,...,O) 
if u=v=O 
otherwise. 
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In each case, let (a, b) be the unique pair such that p(a, b) #O, 
(a, b) # (0, 0). 
In cases (i)-(iii) we have 
i 
1 if ~=a 
CT(u) = n- 1 if u=O 
0 otherwise 
i 
1 if v=h 
z(v)= n-l if v=O 
0 otherwise. 
Therefore, as in case (ii) in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the morphisms x;, , 
J$, y, in the diagram (3.3) are isomorphisms and P, E X. Let q: K, + X be 
the composite of dr and the isomorphism Q,rX. By the induced 
isomorphism A(P,) E A(X), the element ~0, = NfO Ur&M,c(b) corresponds 
to M,c(b). 
In case (i), M,c(b) = c,(8). We have the commutative diagram 
(Xx Y P x Y K),,,,, 
I 
Ip.u,h (Xx y K)r,b - Lr,b.l 
.A?. u,b f&h 
(f’x,K), 
,I‘ /I 
YP K Rr L 
and fp,a,h, & are isomorphisms because they have degrees p(a, b) = 1, 
z(v) = 1, respectively. Hence 
i, = Nfp,u,ht~,a,hc,,--,(hr,b,l*CO) 
= Yplk, * 0). 
So, in view of the diagram (3.3), the element c(, = xP ,(y,*c(g, * 0))’ . i,,) 
corresponds to q.Jc(g,*O)-’ c,(g, ,677)) by the isomorphism A(P,) z 
A(X). Therefore 
~,=~~*(~,~~,)=f*Cq*(c(g,*~)-‘~l~g,*~~~~~,~~~1. 
By the proof of Lemma 4.2(ii), there is a commutative diagram 
Hence 
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In case (ii), M,c(b)= ~,(b)~-2c,(b), [, = 1. So, by the isomorphism 
4P,) = 4n up corresponds to q,(c(g, * 0)) ‘), and q is the same 
morphism as in case (i). Hence 
In case (iii), M,c(6) = c,(b), [, = 1. Since L, = Lr,b,l U Lr,b,Z and the 
morphisms b, 1 y k,b,2, Lb in the diagram (3.4) are isomorphisms, g, is a 
trivial double covering and so c(g, * 0) = 1. Hence clp = xp .+ y,*( 1) E A(P,) 
corresponds to q,(l)EA(X), and we have 0, =f,(q,(l) c,(d)). By 
Lemma 4.2(ii), q*( 1) = (m”- ‘)2. Thus 
0,=m2”pZf,c2(d). 
In case (iv), we have 
a(u) = 
{ 
2 if u=a 
0 if u #a, 0. 
if v=b 
if v #b, 0. 
We have isomorphisms P,E’ Sub,(f), (Xx y P),,,~Tau,(f) such that the 
diagram 
is commutative. When Y is regarded as a one point set, by these 
isomorphisms a map z: X+ 1, in P, corresponds to the subset z-‘(a) of 
X and an element (x, z) in (Xx ,, P),,, corresponds to the element 
(x, z-‘(a)) in Tau,(f). We have similar isomorphisms for Q, Px ,, Q 
instead of P and a commutative diagram 
K, A (Xx y K)T,b 
I 
- (Xx y Q)r,h 
? 
I/ 
Sub,(f) +yy- Tau2(.f) 
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where the vertical arrows are induced by d” and the upper right square is 
a fibre square. Let q be the composite K, + Q, z Sub,(f). By the induced 
isomorphism A(P,) E A(Sub,(f)), @, = NfO,,r&M,c(b) corresponds to 
NIZ@ c,(a). Also cP = 1. In the diagram (3.4) with v = 6, i = 1, we 
have L = L,,, I and h,3b,l is an isomorphism, so c( g, * 0) = ~(f,,~ .+ O), 
hence by the above diagram, c(g, * 0) = q*c(t,,O). So, by the iso- 
morphism A(P,) r A(Sub,(f)), CI, =x,, ,(y,*c(g, *U))‘) corresponds 
to q,q*c(t,,O)p’ =q*(l)c(t,,~))‘. By Lemma 4.2(iii), q*(l)= 
m2n-2-,n-2 . Thus 
Now (4.6) follows by summing 0, in cases (i)-(iv). 
Proof of (4.7). Suppose 0, # 0 and (7) = 1. By (*) in Section 3, the 
map p must be the following one. 
P(& 0)’ 
i 
:, 
if (u, v) = (a, a) 
if (4 v) f (a, a), (0, 01, 
where a = (1, 0, . . . . 0). Thus we are in the situation of case (ii) in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 with r = 1. Since L, = L,,,, 1 and h,,, 1, f,,, 
are isomorphisms, we see by (3.4) that g, is an isomorphism and 
so c(g,,Lo)=l. Therefore ~,=,~,,(y,*(l).l)=x,,(l)=m”~‘, O,= 
fdm+ ’ c,(a)). This proves (4.7). 
Proof of (4.8). Suppose O,#O and (r)=O. Then (z)>(c~)=O. So 
p(u, v) = 0 if (u, v) # (0,O). One sees easily 0, = 1. 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 4.5. By (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), 
[c(Nf(mO))-’ c(NpY)],= 1, 
[c(Nf(mO))p’ c(~V~&)]~ =m+‘f,c,(6), 
CWfW))~’ c(NfQ)12 = [ ,Tc2 BP]- 
=.f*Cs;*c*(t;*~).c,(&)l 
+f*b;*(l)(cIw2 - 2c2(~))1 
+mZnp2f,c2(&) 
+(m2,1~2-mn~2).~2*N,2u2*cl(8) 
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+m 
n-1 
( > 2 f,(cl(a)‘) + mnp ‘f,c2(4 
where we use the fact that 
n-1 
s;*(l)= m2 ( > . 
From these the theorem follows at once. 
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